The Highland Sharks won four of five matches played over the weekend in the City of Nanogame, successfully concluding their Nigerian tour. The team defeated the indigenous teams in a well-organized and entertaining encounter.

**The Weekend**

The Sharks embarked on a five-match tour of Nigeria, aiming to showcase their skills and engage with local football enthusiasts. The matches were held over the weekend, with the Sharks facing teams from different parts of the country.

**Results**

- **Match 1:** On Saturday, the Sharks faced Team A at the Akinwale Stadium, Lagos. The match ended in a 2-1 victory for the Sharks.
- **Match 2:** The second match was held at the Makoko Stadium, Lagos, where the Sharks won 3-0 against Team B.
- **Match 3:** In the third match, played at the Ikorodu Stadium, the Sharks recorded a 2-2 draw against Team C.
- **Match 4:** The fourth match took place at the Orile Stadium, where the Sharks triumphed with a 1-0 win against Team D.
- **Match 5:** The final match was against Team E at the Mushin Stadium. The Sharks emerged victorious with a 2-1 scoreline.

**Conclusion**

The Sharks ended the weekend with a 10-5 aggregate goal difference, confirming their dominant performance. The tour was particularly memorable for the Sharks, who faced stiff competition and emerged triumphant in all matches.

**Next Steps**

The Sharks are scheduled to travel to another location in Nigeria for a series of matches against local teams. These matches will further test their skills and allow them to engage with local football communities.